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This report describes the procedures used to calculate percentile gains for the predominant DIBELS Next benchmark assessments at each grade level, based on a nationally representative convenience sample of schools that used the DIBELS Data System (DDS) in the 2013-2014 school year. Percentiles are a common metric used to facilitate the interpretation of individual characteristics such as reading proficiency, relative to the distribution of those characteristics in a particular population. Gain scores measure changes in performance across two points in time, such as the difference between the scores a student earns on an assessment given at the beginning of the year and a similar measure administered at the end of the year. Percentile gains are thus used to describe *normative changes in performance over time*.

The DIBELS Next benchmark percentile gains provide detailed information regarding changes in student performance from one benchmark assessment to another for the predominant DIBELS Next measure in each grade, as identified in the 2012-2013 DIBELS Data System Update Part I (University of Oregon, Center on Teaching and Learning, 2012a), for a nationally representative sample of students in kindergarten through grade 6. The percentiles gains are designed to facilitate comparisons in the performance of an individual student over time to the performance of other students with a similar starting score. These comparisons can provide a more nuanced understanding of student progress than simply comparing a student’s score to either a criterion (i.e., benchmark) goal or a normative percentile rank, and are an especially useful tool for evaluating the performance of students who perform below the benchmark level and whose progress over time needs to be monitored more closely.
Take, for instance, a student with a median correct words per minute score of 5 on the middle of first grade Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) benchmark passages, and a median correct words per minute score of 30 at the end of the year. Based on the recommended benchmark goals (University of Oregon, Center on Teaching and Learning, 2012b), this student’s performance (a) falls below the specified cut point for risk on both assessments (20 and 36 words read correct, respectively), and (b) places them at the 3rd percentile in the middle of year and the 21st percentile at the end of the year (Cummings et al., 2011). Thus, even though this student has managed to improve her oral reading fluency rate by 25 words per minute over the course of just a few months, a status oriented interpretation of her spring score is similar to that of her winter score: her performance is still far below average relative to the normative sample, and it is difficult to determine just how effective the instruction she received during the second half of the year really was.

However, if you were to evaluate this student’s performance relative to all students with a similar ORF score in the middle of first grade, it becomes clear that the gains made by this student are greater than the gains made by more than 90% of students who read fewer than 10 words correct in the middle of first grade. In other words, this student has made significant gains in reading proficiency in only a few months time, likely indicating the presence of an effective, well-implemented intervention. Thus, with access to additional information about typical rates of growth, an educator is likely to reach a much different conclusion than if she had evaluated only the benchmark status or end of year percentile rank for this student. As this example illustrates, normative gain score information is most informative for those students who perform below the benchmark level as a way of setting ambitious, yet realistic performance goals when the end of year benchmark goal isn’t feasible.
Methods

Participants

The DIBELS Next percentile gains are based on scores from all students who attended a DDS school in the United States during the 2013-2014 school year and for whom both baseline and end of year scores on the predominant measure were entered in the DDS. Although the schools and districts in the DDS represent a substantial proportion of U.S. primary schools and are distributed widely across the country, they may not be fully representative of the instruction and assessment practices that are used throughout the country. For schools currently using the DDS, we argue that this comparison group still provides important contextual information regarding the performance of students in your school and district. However, we must point out that our sample has not been randomly selected, it is not a probability sample, and the data were collected and entered into the DDS independently by schools.

Table 1 displays the total number of districts, and the distribution of the number of students per district, for each grade in the percentile gains sample. Due to a number of large districts in the DDS, the distribution of the total number of students per district is positively skewed, with a mean that is noticeably higher than the median and a relatively large standard deviation. Conversely, the DDS also includes a number of private schools, each of which is considered a separate district in the system, which may negatively skew the median. Consequently, both values are reported. The median ranges from a low of 25 students per district in sixth grade to a high of 56 students per district in kindergarten and first grade; the mean ranges from a low of approximately 75 in sixth grade to a high of approximately 166 in first grade.
Table 1

*Number of Districts and Participating Students per District in DIBELS Next Gain Percentiles*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>N Districts</th>
<th>Number of Participating Students per District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>2286</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2299</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2245</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1631</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 displays the number of *schools*, and the distribution of the number of students per school, in the sample for each grade. These distributions show relatively little skew, and the mean in most cases is roughly equivalent to the median. The median number of students per school ranges from a low of 28 in sixth grade to a high of 58 in first grade. Additional details regarding the demographic composition of schools in the DDS, including comparisons based on data from the National Center for Education Statistics is available in Cummings et al. (2011).

Table 2

*Number of Schools and Participating Students per School in DIBELS Next Gain Percentiles*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>N Schools</th>
<th>Number of Participating Students per District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>5903</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6081</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5876</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3717</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3045</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measures

The DIBELS Next assessments (Good & Kaminski, 2011) are a collection of measures designed to assess five essential early reading skills in kindergarten through sixth grade: phonemic awareness, phonics, accuracy and fluency with connected text, vocabulary, and comprehension (National Reading Panel, 2000). As students become proficient on the more foundational skills (e.g., phonemic awareness, phonics), measures of those skills are phased out and measures of the more complex skills are introduced. Each measure is standardized and individually administered, and higher scores indicate higher levels of the desired skill. DIBELS Next measures are not prorated, so if a student finishes a probe prior to the 1-minute time limit, their final score consists of their total score at completion.

Gain percentiles were calculated for the predominant measure in each grade, as identified in the 2012-2013 DIBELS Data System Update Part I (University of Oregon, Center on Teaching and Learning, 2012a), with one exception: from the beginning to middle of kindergarten, First Sound Fluency is used, because although Letter Naming Fluency is a strong indicator of risk, it does not represent a skill on which instructional goals should be based. In all other instances (i.e., Nonsense Word Fluency Correct Letter Sounds from the middle to end of kindergarten and the beginning to middle of grade 1, and Oral Reading Fluency Words Read Correct from the middle to end of grade 1 and the beginning to end of grades 2-6), the measure represented is the empirically determined strongest indicator of future reading performance.

First Sound Fluency (FSF). First Sound Fluency assesses a student’s ability to identify and articulate the beginning sounds in words (Cummings, Kaminski, Good, & O’Neil, 2011; Good et al., 2011; Kaminski, Baker, Chard, Clarke, & Smith, 2006). The examiner says a word to the student, and asks the student to name the beginning sound or group of sounds in that word.
Once the student responds, the examiner presents another word, and the process is repeated until 1 minute has elapsed or until the last item has been reached. The total FSF score is the number of correct beginning sounds produced. If a student responds incorrectly to each of the first five test items, examiners are instructed to discontinue the task and record a total score of 0. FSF is administered in the beginning and middle of kindergarten.

**Nonsense Word Fluency (NWF).** The NWF task measures knowledge of the alphabetic principle—including both letter-sound correspondence and the ability to blend letters into words (Kaminski & Good, 1996; Good & Kaminski, 2002; Good & Kaminski, 2011). Students are presented with a page of stratified vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) nonsense words (e.g., sog, rav, ov) and asked to: (a) say the individual letter sound of each letter, or (b) read the whole nonsense word. For example, if the stimulus word is /sog/ the student could say "/s/ /o/ /g/" to obtain a total of 3 letter sounds correct, or say the word "/sog/" to obtain a total of 3 letter sounds correct and 1 whole word read. The student is given 1 minute to say as many letter-sounds as s/he can, and the final DIBELS Next NWF score consists of two parts: (i) the number of letter-sounds produced correctly (CLS) and (ii) the number of whole words read (WWR). The discontinue rule for NWF is enforced for any student who produces 0 correct letter sounds in the first five items. Examiners are instructed to record a total score of 0 for both CLS and WWR for students who meet the discontinue rule.

**Oral Reading Fluency (ORF).** ORF is a measure of accuracy and fluency with connected text (Children's Educational Services, 1987; Good & Kaminski, 2011; Good, Kaminski, & Dill, 2002). DIBELS Next ORF consists of a set of passages calibrated to the goal level of reading for each grade and that follow standardized administration procedures (Powell-Smith, Good, & Atkins, 2010). To obtain the benchmark score for ORF, students are asked to
read 3 passages aloud for 1 minute each. Words omitted, substitutions, and hesitations of more than 3 seconds are scored as errors. Words self-corrected within 3 seconds are scored as correct. For benchmark assessments, the DIBELS Next ORF score is composed of the median number of words (from the 3 passages) that are read correctly, unless a student has met one of the following discontinue rules: (a) if students read 0 words correctly in the first row of the passage, examiners are to discontinue ORF administration immediately and record a score of 0 words correct and the corresponding number of errors as the student's score in the DDS; (b) if students read fewer than 10 words correctly in the first passage, neither the second nor the third passage is administered. The final score for a student who met discontinue rule (b) is the number of words correct from the first passage alone.

Calculating Percentile Gains

We employed a two-step process for calculating gain percentiles. First, raw gains between benchmark periods were calculated for each student by subtracting the baseline benchmark score from the end of year benchmark score. Subsequently, gain percentiles were calculated collectively for groups of students whose baseline scores fell within one standard error of measurement (SEM) of each other. Take, for example, a raw score of 65 on the beginning of second grade ORF benchmark. Given that the SEM for ORF is approximately ten correct words per minute, gain percentiles for ORF from the beginning to end of second grade were calculated using gain scores for all students with a beginning of second grade ORF score between 60 and 69 correct words per minute. Growth percentiles were calculated for each SEM band using the following formula:

\[ P_n = \frac{100}{N} \left( n - \frac{1}{2} \right) \]
where $P_n$ represents the percentile rank for the $n^{th}$ gain ranked in order from lowest to highest, $N$ represents the total sample size for each raw gain score, and $n$ represents the position of that gain in the ranked order. For example, the gain representing the 65th percentile for students with a beginning of second grade ORF score between 60 and 69 (i.e., the score that is equal to or greater than 65% of all gain scores) was 43. In other words, nearly two thirds of second grade students in the DDS who started the year with an ORF score between 60 and 69 gained fewer than 43 points on ORF in the time between the beginning and end of year assessments.

**Results and Use**

Due to the size of the lookup tables, gain percentiles for the predominant DIBELS Next measure for all grades are available as part of the DDS Zones of Growth Student Goals feature. This tool provides (a) the end of year goal at the 50th, 65th, and 80th percentiles according to a student’s baseline (typically, beginning of year) score; and (b) the exact gain percentile represented by the difference between the student’s end of year and baseline scores. This information serves practitioners in three ways. First, it allows them to describe a student’s gain in terms of their normative performance improvement. Second, it offers a way to set ambitious, but realistic goals for student growth. Third, it facilitates the process of monitoring students’ progress towards those goals.
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